Preferably Not My Surgery: A Survey of Patient and Family Member Comfort with Concurrent and Overlapping Surgeries.
Concurrent and overlapping surgical procedures are a timely topic. The 2 largest publications on the topic were limited to a journalistic overview and a government committee report. Since then, a recent survey of paid individuals found that they disapprove of overlapping surgical procedures in many cases. Still, we are aware of no work that specifically polled patients and their family members about their beliefs on concurrent and overlapping surgical procedures. We hypothesized that patients and family members will be uncomfortable with 1 surgeon performing overlapping or concurrent surgical procedures. A survey about concurrent and overlapping surgical procedures was given to 200 patients and their family members at a single, urban academic medical center. Participants were asked to respond to questions about their knowledge of concurrent and overlapping surgical procedures, their comfort with different surgical scenarios, and their beliefs on possible reasons for such surgical scenarios. Individuals were approached about the survey until 200 patients and family members responded. On average, respondents were neutral with surgical procedures involving overlap of 2 noncritical portions and were not comfortable with overlap involving a critical portion of 1 or both surgical procedures. They agreed that hospitals allow overlapping surgical procedures to increase revenue. Patients undergoing a surgical procedure at an academic medical center and their family members were neutral or uncomfortable with concurrent or overlapping surgical procedures, affirming the hypothesis. Knowing these preferences is relevant to surgeons' practices and to informed consent discussions. It appears beneficial for surgeons to address the advantages and disadvantages of overlapping surgical procedures with their patients if applicable.